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What's Coming Up: 
Janet Macunovich answers your growing concerns 
Issue 41, May 16, 2009 

 
Here you'll find: 
 
Curing daylilies that shine, then slump, pages 1-2 
Finding uncommon plants, page 2 
Treasure the nursery with field-grown plants, pg. 3 
Utility easement clearance makes life hard for           
 organic gardener, pages 3-6 
Sleuth with shovel IDs buggy find, pages 6-7 
Whole U.S. can enjoy cicada song until 2011,  
 page 8 
Great color in containers, pages 8-9 
Slugging it out: Biggest, most slimey, pages 9-10 
Clematis in shade: Small flowers shine, pages 10-11 
In my garden:  
 Watch for trouble, dash about, pp. 11-12 
45 mph hour garden features bi-color crabs, pg. 12 
Weeding vs. herbicide, page 13 
Who's Janet? How do I contact her? Page 13 
Where to catch Janet in-person, page 13 
 
'Cake Plate' daylily has a big, beautiful flower. Don't let that be 

your only selection criteria. Visit it in summer to assess its leaf, too. 

Photos©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 

Remedies for cheerful daylily with sad leaves 
 
We had a number of sad daylilies from a perennial bed in 
the rose garden at Meadowbrook Hall last year. The 
foliage is yellowed and brown. We would like healthy 
green foliage for the whole summer this year. 
Suggestions? Can daylilies get too much fertilizer? 
Thanks. - Lynn - 
 
 
Daylilies can be over-fertilized, Lynn, and then they 
might brown out. Yet the yellowing and browning we 
most often see is from any of several leaf diseases that 
plague daylilies. These diseases are cosmetic problems, 
not killers. ("Just try to kill a daylily" is an in-jest challenge 
I've heard from gardeners making the point "You can't.") 
To cure the ugliness, you can enjoy the flowers and 
simply mow the plants down after they bloom. The 
plants will be fine and grow back in by late summer. In 
the meanwhile, empty space and clean regrowth are 
easier on the eye than the alternative. 
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Some types of daylily are more susceptible to infection than others, so I walk through daylily 
collections in late summer "taking names" -- writing down the varieties that have clean foliage 
at that late date.  That's how I found two I use frequently, 'Lemon Frost' and 'Black Friar'. As 
needed, I make more by dividing my own plants. 
 
Perhaps this year you can identify your gardens' best and worst daylilies. Use those ratings to 
keep the best and consign the worst to the compost. Make a list of what bloom color, height 
and season those with sickly foliage provided. Then use that list to guide your search for clean-
leaf replacements. Don't overlook dividing your best varieties to make more of them. 
 
When you decide on 
alternative varieties in 
pursuit of cleaner 
foliage, keep in mind 
that not all daylilies seen 
in gardens and written 
up in articles like this 
will be available at your 
garden center. There are 
so many daylilies, and 
more always coming to 
market, that retailers 
can't offer them all. So 
choose a couple of 
possibilities for each slot 
you have to fill. 
 

A daylily showing this much 

leaf trouble while still in bloom  

would not make my list of "keepers"! Photo©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
Another thing you might do is treat the daylilies 
more gently in spring. Our view of daylilies as tough 
cookies may actually contribute to their late summer 
foliar decline. They're so sturdy and rebound so well, 
we let them fend for themselves, yet we might keep 
their leaf diseases at bay by protecting them from late 
frost or cutting them back if they're touched by frost. 
I came to this conclusion one year accidentally when 
side-by-side daylilies of the same variety, one left 
alone after being damaged by spring frost and one 
having had its frost-killed tips cut away, varied in 
their foliage quality. The one clipped after damage 
had less summer browning. 
 
My theory is that the early damage, unattended, left 
much dead tissue in place to harbor fungal spores. 
Those spores created that many more new points of 
infection later wherever bugs or slugs or wind 
damaged the leaves. 
 

 

Internet to the rescue in seeking 
particular plants 
 
Probably the most aggravating thing 
about daylilies isn't sad foliage but the 
ever-changing nature of the market, 
which pushes worthy daylily cultivars off 
an inventory list each year simply to make 
room for the new introductions. 
 
The daylilies I named in today's newsletter 
are great plants but no longer widely 
available. The Internet is a saving grace in 
this respect. We can search a thousand 
catalogs at a time by typing in plant 
scientific name and variety, such as 
Hemerocallis 'Black Friar', etc. We can now 
find more suppliers more quickly than in 
the days when we had to check manually 
in a catalog collection. 
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Field-grown daylilies and perennials tell no lies 
 
Growing plants in pots is different in many ways from growing in-
ground. For instance, container grown plants can be more easily 
quarantined and treated for pest control. When you buy from a 
grower who maintains a large display garden or produces 
perennials in the field, someone such as Karen Bovio of Specialty 
Growers, what you see there in plant appearance you can expect to 
duplicate in your garden. 
 
If you want to make the best match between you, your garden and 
particular perennials, visit a field-grown perennial nursery or a 
display garden where plants are labeled by variety name. Go judge 
the plants at various times throughout the season. Decide on a 
plant variety not only for bloom but for overall appearance, then 
buy and plant in fall. 
 
I'll be at Specialty Growers May 30 and May 31 to help you with 
plant selection questions such as this. See page 13. 

 
 

I tried to get rid of 

those daylilies because 

it's really too shady 

here now. I didn't dig 

them because I was 

going to build a 

terraced garden right 

on top of them. I 

figured they'd die 

under about 18 inches 

of new soil. But they still 

came up through! 

- Paul Needle - 

 
 

Herbicide use keeps easement clear but has dark consequences 
 
Janet, 
I am enrich soil around blueberries with aluminum sulfate to lower pH. I also 
understand that scab, which some potatoes are susceptible to, diminishes with a lower 
pH. I  have applied aluminum sulfate 
to the soil for potatoes and it does seem 
to eliminate most of the scab. 
 
I wonder about the aluminum uptake 
and ingestion from the potatoes. 
Organic or not, should we consider this 
harmful? I try to maintain an organic 
environment in the vegetable garden. Is 
there a better way to lower the pH for 
food crops? 
 
Few things rile a gardener more than what seems to be 

wanton destruction of plants in easements. Yet plants do 

hamper utility work and damage the facilities. Also, we do hold utility companies responsible to keep our power and fuel 

coming without interruption. It's an area where compromise is necessary. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 

Something else I need more information on: I discovered last spring/summer that all 
the low-growth trees and shrubs under the power lines (along  the edge of my yard and 
next to the road) were dead. Dead as in no leaves, no grass or weeds underneath, and all 
the spring bulbs that I have planted over ten years were also dead. They came up, 
languished, keeled over and died! Actually most of them didn't even come up. 
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I decided that someone had sprayed some toxic substance on the vegetation. I didn't 
witness this, nor was I notified that it was going to happen. However, I decided it was 
probably the power company and after some rooting around I discovered it was. 
 
As I try to maintain an organic environment here, I was , and still am , livid! So the 
general foreman from the contractor firm that applied the herbicide came to "Tame the 
savage beast", I'm sure, and was very professional. He returned with a set of MSDS 
papers (Material Safety Data Sheets) with all the information supplied by the 
manufacturer. What was used: Stalker by BASF and Garlon*4 by Dow AgroSciences. It 
seems his crew applied this/these in the previous fall/winter when there was snow on 
the ground. At least he claims this. So any overspray ran into the ditch next to the road 
and into the pond at the edge of the yard and into the Silver River. 
 
Many questions! Like how long will this dead zone be a dead zone? I'm well aware of 
the ability of a spray to go anywhere the wind will carry it, but what about the pond 
and our ground water?  We have a well. This low growth vegetation was chokecherries, 
filbert, "sugar plums" as we have always called it-- it may be serviceberry -- some 
hydrangeas I had planted as well as a contorted willow. None of these was ever going to 
interfere with the power lines. 
 
I intend to talk with the power company who is ultimately responsible, but I want to 
"have all my ducks in a row", if I do. I have requested no spraying or applying of 
chemicals of any kind here, but I'm not sure that this is even adequate. Will the request 
always be in the right hands? I'm not so sure. Who should I contact, a chemist, maybe 
who will be willing to research this and supply me with pertinent information that I will 
understand and will be able to relay to others, if necessary? Maybe someone at MSU? 
 
Thanks for your consideration. - Kathy - 
 
 
You're right about the aluminum sulfate, Kathy. Better to use straight sulfur -- it's sold as "soil 
sulfur." It's pelletted stuff, not so fast-acting as the aluminum compound but safer for 
consumption. Apply it in fall, it's at work in spring. 
 
The questions you ask about the herbicides used in the easement are mostly beyond what I can 
tackle here. The general answers have been made by the manufacturers in what is a pretty 
rigorous testing protocol required for pesticide labeling -- rigorous but arguably not yet 
thorough enough. The specific results of any application and the long-term results of putting 
these compounds into the environment, however, can each occupy whole teams of lawyers and 
research scientists. These teams are who provide evidence for legal and legislative actions, 
some of which have resulted in removal of pesticides from the market, labeling changes, and 
laws that require professionals who apply chemicals to answer questions such as you posed and 
supply Material Safety Data Sheets* as requested for the products they use. 
 
Those teams have things like eyewitness accounts and real-time measurement of spray drift 
and wind speeds to compare to the legal requirements on the product's label. (Under our 
pesticide laws the label is the law). You're starting with after-the-fact observation and that's a 
handicap. Both chemicals are acutely toxic to aquatic organisms, which means any die-off of 
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fish or amphibians would have happened right after application, when you were not there. As 
for longer-term effects from run-off, Stalker is suspected of being more mobile in the soil and 
likely to move into water than stated on its label and MSDS but careful studies are necessary to 
show such movement.** 
 
Four things I can tell you without a legal or scientific team at my side. 
One, that vegetation clearance programs aim for 2- to 10 year control. Thus when chemicals are 

used, at least one will have a residual effect. In this case, the Stalker, with active ingredient 
imazapyr, has a 12 month residual that may continue longer. (Garlon 4's active ingredient is 
triclopyr, a chemical also found in some residential lawn care products that is listed as 
breaking down in the soil within about 45 days of application.) 

 
Two, herbicides will probably always be used in easement maintenance. Cutting is costly, has 

serious ecological impacts in its own right, and there are millions of acres of easement to be 
maintained on tight budgets. (Utility prices pinch us, but every change in maintenance of the 
lines and pipes could make it worse.) I understand your objection to killing small plants that 
would never reach into the lines strung through the aerial part of an easement, but I also 
recognize utility companies' need to remove them because ordinary maintenance of an 
easement as well as responding to emergencies requires driving trucks and other machines 
there. For that, everything woody is in the way. 

 
Three, utility companies and those who contract to do easement clearance tend to use 

herbicides that have tested low in toxicity to mammals, if only because liability adds to 
operating costs. I'm not surprised to learn in reading the MSDS* and labels*** that both 
Stalker and Garlon 4 are labeled as having low to moderate toxicity if ingested, no evidence 
of carcinogenic effects, and a list of what seem to be minor effects such as skin irritation. 
Identifying the synergistic effect (from combining chemicals) and long term consequences 
of these and other easement clearance herbicides is outside the process we have in place in 
the U.S. for testing and acceptance of such products. So they're an unknown. 

 
Four, whatever you arrange with your power company regarding special treatment of the 

easement near you, you will have to follow up regularly. What's written in a file and what 
happens in the field almost never coincide exactly when so many people, so much land and 
so many restrictions are 
involved. 

 
If you have a city- or suburban utility 

easement of 15 feet deep along a lot line, 

pause before you complain of how much 

impact the utility company's treatment of 

easement greenery has on your life. Consider 

those who abut easements of this magnitude. 

Is it really too much for you to manage your 

easement yourself, cutting the utility out of 

the picture by pruning your own plants and 

being more careful in choosing and placing 

what will grow nearby? 

Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
I'm sorry. I know how frustrating 
and worrisome it is to contemplate 
but have no control over potentially harmful chemical uses. As someone who's done what she 
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can to educate gardeners about safe (and sparing!) use of pesticides and offer workable non-
chemical alternatives, it's a tough thing to come up against a place where they seemingly must 
be used. 
 
I can tell you what I would do, and what I do in easement on my property. Although mine is a 
smaller easement and subject mostly to manual clearing such as pruning, the principles are the 
same. That is, I do all the maintenance I can, myself. I don't plant what may get into the power 
lines and I keep cut what's already there, rather than negotiate variances before or complain of 
bad pruning practices after the fact. 
 
With a larger easement such as yours, I would make a formal arrangement with the utility 
company stating, among other things, that I myself would cut the area involved annually to 
meet requirements, perhaps in exchange for a rebate on my utility bill equal to what that 
company would have paid a contractor for treating the space. The agreement would have to 
include that the power company must notify me of its treatment schedule so I could do my 
clearance accordingly. I would not, however, leave it to that firm to notify me. I would call in 
advance of the scheduled dates to ask when and where to expect activity, and what 
herbicides# would be used. Then I'd research the chemicals and be there or have a 
representative there to insure that my part of the easement was not treated. 
 
I hope this is helpful. Good luck, and thank you for caring enough to watch so well over such a 
large property. 
*For MSDS for Stalker, go to cdms.net/LDat/mp01R006.pdf 

*For MSDS for Garlon 4, go to aqumix.com/pdf/Garlon4MSDS.pdf 

 

**For more, copy these URLs to your browser bar: cababstractsplus.org/abstracts/Abstract.aspx?AcNo=20063237214 

alt2tox.org/pdfs/Kegley-Feb08.pdf by www.alternatives2toxics.org 

 

***To read the label directions for Stalker, go to www.cdms.net/LDat/ld01R002.pdf 

*** Label for Garlon 4, go to aqumix.com/pdf/Garlon4Label.pdf 

 

# For a listing of many herbicides and summaries of their modes of action, effects and known hazards, go to University of 

Alabama Extension's bulletin at aces.edu/pubs/docs/A/ANR-0629/ 

 
 

FLASHBACK to the lost Forum: Identifying unearthed unknowns 
 
Some of you in this network had the fun of using the Gardeners' Forum I established for my 
gardening school and administered with the help of the school's other instructors for ten years. 
One day I will establish such a forum again, where you can post your questions, others can 
answer along with me, everyone can search for and read topics of their choice, and specialists I 
recommend oversee the "conversations" in each area to make sure that all the facts are correct. 
Until then, please email or call me with your questions and I will answer them here or 
individually, and bring in our specialists as I can. 
 
Here's something from that forum, posted at just about this time one spring. K.S. posed the 
question and "Common Problems" specialist, writer Martha Ferguson and I teamed up to 
answer and point out other resources.  You may find this helpful if you come across odd 
creatures as you dig. When you follow up through the listed websites, perhaps learn that you're 
growing not only great plants but wondrous creatures in your beds. 
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Q: I could use some help identifying what I think might be an insect larvae or some kind of 
chrysalis. I found it while digging in loose soil. It’s about 1 inch long, dark brown, hard and 
shiny. It looks like a chrysalis however it’s pointer end wiggles. I would have taken a picture 
but a 5 year old friend of my daughter took it home to show her family. They're probably not 
too happy with me! So I thought the least I could do is try to identify the little critter that now 
lives at their house. Any ideas? - K.S. - 
 
Martha Ferguson answered: 
Without seeing the critter in question your description leads me to think it is probably a moth 
pupa. You can view many species' pupae by entering "moth pupa" in the search field at 
 bugguide.net/index.php?q=search&...p;search=Search 
 
One of the most common is the hornworm pupa which becomes a sphinx moth as an adult. 
There are gazillions (a technical term) of species, maybe you will find one on the photo page. 
The one you found should hatch soon and then a picture of the moth will nail down the I.D.  
 http://www3.telus.net/conrad/insects/tomhorn.html 
 
It could be another type of insect that 
pupates in the soil, time will tell. 
 
Janet added: 
I've dug pupae of that size and color. 
(And mobility. What a startling thing to 
see or feel what looks like a rigid object 
suddenly flex and wriggle!) I've found 
them from near the surface to as deep 
as four feet under. I suspect some of the 
deeper ones are cicadas but have never 
hatched one to confirm this. I've never 
considered cicadas a problem because 
they don't occur in large numbers. 
 
One here fits your description: 
http://eco-
magic.blogspot.com/2007_07_01_archive.html 

Above, pine borer moth larvae, copied from the excellent textbook 
Insects that Feed on Trees and Shrubs by Warren T. Johnson and Howard Lyon. 

 
The sites Martha's sending you to are wonderful. There are lots of pictures that a smoothly 
operating search function makes available for quick scanning. Used to be that for critters I'd 
dug up, about whose identity I had no clue, finding a name and adult form meant spending 
considerable time leafing through my books. For instance, I took this photo of the pine borer 
moth and its larvae (which pupate on the surface or up to a few inches deep into the soil) from 
the excellent book Insects that Feed on Trees and Shrubs by Warren T. Johnson and Howard Lyon. 
 
Once you have a probable I.D. for your insect, do find out more about it by using its scientific 
name to search the Internet or your reference book's index. You'll find that most insects are not 
troublemakers, many are "good guys" and some are unusual creatures that lead fascinating 
lives. 
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Periodical Cicadas: One gardener's interesting bug is another's plague 
 
I wrote elsewhere in this issue, 'I've never considered cicadas a problem because they don't 
occur in large numbers.' Some gardeners in locations that were once prairie may disagree. 
They're right, if they have seen the work of a periodical cicada hatch. 
 
Periodical cicadas are separate species from the annual insects we know mostly from their loud 
buzzing in late summer. Periodical cicadas evolved in open prairie habitat and still inhabit those 
same spaces, erupting by the millions every 13 or 17 years (the period depends on the species). 
The next occurrence of the tree-leaf munchers that come in 17-year periods in northern Illinois 
prairie* areas, for instance, will be in 2024. The next periodical cicada emergence anywhere in 
the U.S. is expected in 2011 in central Midwest States east to Virginia when the brood known 
as XIX finishes its 13-years of underground development.** 
 
Periodical cicadas return to their birthing ground to lay eggs for the next batch. Since only a few 
far-southern bits of Michigan are part of any periodical cicada territory -- all but tiny scraps of 
southeast Michigan where I live was originally forest and swamp -- I can view cicadas as 
harmless. 
*For more on periodical cicadas in Illinois: inhs.uiuc.edu/highlights/periodicalCicada.html 

**insects.ummz.lsa.umich.edu/fauna/Michigan_Cicadas/Periodical/BroodXIX.html 

 
 

Moving from House to Condo: When large gardens must be contained 
 
Hi Janet, I love the newsletter and have met you at your lectures. I have always had 
large perennial gardens (one which was featured in the Detroit News) but have now 
moved to a condo with a deck and a lower level walkout.  I've had wine barrels and pots 
of flowers before, but I want something striking and ever blooming for my containers 
this spring.  Also, we are allowed to plant alongside the front walk (it's all shade) but the 
landscapers have already planted some hostas there.  What could I plant between them 
that would stand out, but not dwarf them? I couldn't get the name of the hostas, but 
before they were cut back, they seemed to be the smaller variety with blue-green leaves.  
I'm thinking of planting myrtle, but would prefer something that blooms all summer 

and suppose that means annuals. 
 
I live near the MSU Tollgate 
Farm in Novi, Michigan and 
wonder if I could get a schedule 
of their gardening classes for 
2009.  Thanks so much. - Delores - 
 
Been to Niagara Falls, Ontario, lately? The 

botanical garden there puts on  a great show in 

containers. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
I'm glad the newsletter is 
worthwhile to you, Delores. I love 
writing it! 
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In your pots, stick with the basics. Annuals are the only plants 
that bloom all summer. Think beyond the standard annuals 
and include tropicals, too, for a dramatic, unique look. 
 
I'd hesitate to plant between hostas along a walk because 
unless there's a good deal of space. Either the hostas, the 
additions, or both will end up short on water, space and air  -- 
all the things they need to look their best. Maybe a large 
container at each end of the walk, with a variegated banana 
plant and a streptocarpella trailing over the edge? 
 
If you plant between the hostas, go for a low, slow 
groundcover with a bright foliage color that contrasts with 
the hostas. So few plants, even annuals, bloom well all 
summer in the shade. That number's even smaller when you 
eliminate Impatiens because they're too large to exist amiably 
between small hostas. If you plant for high contrast in leaf 
color, however, the overall effect may be as if the hostas are 
tufted flowers above flattened foliage. White leaf lamium (L. 
maculatum varieties) or golden coins (Lysimachia nummularia 
aurea) are possibilities. Irish moss (Arenaria verna caespitosa) is 
another, if there are at least four hours of sun in that shady 
place. 
 
Whatever you do, enjoy it but don't try to make it the same as 
your old gardens. In a smaller space, we should revel in the 
level of change we can make every year, and the enjoyment of 
close-up detail. Change what's in your containers twice a year. 
Lift the hostas and groundcover after a few years, give them 
to friends and plant something completely different. 
 

 
Tollgate Farm's 
gardens are beautiful 
and the farm is a great 
place to learn. You can 
attend classes taught 
by MSU Extension 
folks and others they 
invite in. Go to  
web1.msue.msu.edu/to
llgate/educ_evengardn
s.htm 
and click to see the 
Evening in the Gardens 
registration form with 
its list of upcoming 
classes. 
 
Or go to the home page  
web1.msue.msu.edu/t
ollgate/index.htm 
and follow the links to 
read about 
volunteering or public 
events. Volunteers 
receive a newsletter 
that includes 
educational events. 

 

Slug you back 
 
Janet, in your May 2 issue you showed a picture of slugs. You call those slugs?! I've got slugs so 
big they put banana peels to shame as slipping hazards. Once I saw two of them twisted 
together, mating, and it was worse than any horror film. And just in case you think I'm in the 
Pacific Northwest, seeing creepy huge banana slugs: I'm not, I'm in zone 5 Massachusetts! - 
Peggy - 
 
 
Hiya Peggy, and kudos for being brave enough to go into your garden when it's inhabited by 
creatures like that. It's true that even in cold zones the common gray garden slug (an invader 
from Europe) can attain formidable size (2 inches)*. 
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However, the person who asked me about slugs in that Issue #39 piece, is a new gardener. I 
would rather not scare such gardeners away with tales of the worst it can be. I figure it's 
enough to describe common slugs. 
 
By the way, those creepy huge banana slugs are natives to the Pacific Northwest, unlike the 
gray garden slug and about a dozen other species of slugs that have become established there. 
Banana slugs are forest creatures, eaters of decomposing leaves and mushrooms. Let's not pick 
on them. 
 
For anyone who decides to enter into a my-slugs-are-worse-than-yours contest, consider the 
numbers in The States slug it out before you make too much of your own situation. 
*More! Copy this URL to your browser: nysipm.cornell.edu/factsheets/fieldcrops/gg_slug.pdf 

 
 
The States slug it out 
 
In tests by the Ohio State University 
Extension, researchers found that a beer-filled 
trap -- like an in-ground swimming pool made 
from a plastic cup and tented over with 
aluminum foil to prevent beer dilution -- 
caught 24 to 60 slugs per night of three kinds, 
the common gray garden slug, marsh slug and 
dusky slug. In those fields there was not 
enough slug damage to warrant control. 
 
North Carolina State University's Extension 
estimates* that "Whenever the plant damage 
done by snails and slugs is easily observable... 
the live weight of slugs infesting the area may 
be around 70 pounds per acre." 
 
Oregon State University Extension 
entomologist Glenn Fisher has estimated that 
on farmland in the Willamette Valley, there 
can be as many as 10 slugs per square foot — 
or as much as 4,801 pounds of slugs per acre. 
*For more about this estimate, copy this URL to your 

browser: ipm.ncsu.edu/AG136/slugintr.html 
 

 

 
Not all slugs are ugly 
 
Don't defame all slugs for what the live-plant 
eaters do. There are thousands of species of 
these mollusks and most eat plant and animal 
tissue only once it's dead. 
 
There are even "beneficial" species in the mix, 
predators called lancetooth snails. They throw 
a "lance" made of calcium carbonate at a slug 
or snail then follow the slime until their prey 
dies. 
 
"With its protective covering of mucus, a slug can slide along 

the edge of  razor blade or crawl across crushed glass. Some, 

like the banana slug, can even suspend themselves from a 

slender but strong slime cord, slowly lowering themselves 

head-first from the branches of trees or shrubs... The great 

gray garden slug employs a similar mucus thread to mate in 

mid-air." 

From Field Guide to the Slug, by David George Gordon 

 

Slugs: I pet them with scissors 

- Patricia Robbins - 
 

Only a few Clematis are truly shady characters 
 
Hi Janet, I love clematis and want to add more.  Can you recommend a variety that will 
grow best in some shade (the outer edge under a Bradford Pear)?  I prefer bi-colors with 
large flowers.  Thanks. - Sylvia - 
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It sounds like you've discovered the Clematis' clan's secret, Sylvia. That is: That they like 
to root in the shade but they reserve their showy flowers for the sunny place they find 
in climbing. It's fortunate for us that some species and varieties break this pattern. 
 
I have been told that the large flowered varieties 'Dr. Ruppel', 'Miss Bateman' and 
'Charissima' might perform better in more shade than others. I believe Carroll Gardens 
(www.carrollgardens.com) lists even more than these. 
 
However, I agree with the growers at www.clematis.com who report that the small 
flowered but gorgeous Clematis viticella is master in less than 4 hours of direct light. 
(It's a great site, by the way. Very cool features to allow and report results of searches by 

plant and growing 
condition.) 
 
Let me know what 
you plant and how 
it does in your pear 
tree so when 
someone asks next 
time we can say 
"Well here's what 
worked for Sylvia..." 
 
Clematis viticella has 

smaller, later blooming 

flowers than the common 

Jackman hybrids. Some 

dangle, as here, some face 

out or  up. Try them, you 

may forget your infatuation 

with the large flowered 

Jackmans. 

 Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
 

This week in Janet's garden 
Grow with me! This week I will: 
 
Keep an eye open for developing problems. It's simply nature -- no reflection on us, our plant 
choices or practices -- that all that lush, new foliage out there is being paced by things that 
consume foliage. 
 
So I look for the problems I've seen before and try to intervene if they're of the kind that may 
sorely injure the plant. What will only be a nuisance, visually or to the vigor of the plant, I let 
slide. 
 
This kind of observation relies on knowing what the healthy plant should look like. So at this 
time of year I do quite a bit of stopping off at others' gardens, display gardens and public park 
plantings to compare what I see in plants there compared to the same types in my gardens.  
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There are always new problems, too -- things I haven't seen before. Most of those I won't notice 
until next month because I don't yet know the early signs. By then, they will probably be so far 
advanced that anything I do won't make much difference. Thus I will aim to learn what they do 
and what I might do in the future to head them off at the pass. 
 
********************** 
Other than that big task? Try to be everywhere doing everything, because it is the season for 
that. And I won't succeed but I will have fun. Nature gallops for 24 hours, 7 days a week 
during spring and all we can do is hang on an enjoy the ride. 
 
Main items on my list: weeding, finishing mulching, staking, moving volunteers, adding cool-
weather annuals, shopping for annuals in flats, buying soilless potting mix for containers, 
deadheading early spring bloomers, clipping back by half the stems of plants such as  asters to 
make them bushier and dividing the plants I forgot or left for later during my first go-round. 
 
 

The 45mph garden 
 
You can put a gardener behind the wheel but you can't take the flowers out of his eyes. Look at 
what's catching driver's eyes and raising questions this week. 
 
It's not so unusual to see a two-color crabapple but they certainly do draw the eye. Most 
crabapples are grafted trees, the top grown from a branch of an attractive tree joined to the roots 

of one selected for  
its ability to root 
well and accept a 
graft. No match is 
made between the 
two plants' bloom 
color or quality. 
It's assumed that 
any suckers that 
arise from the 
roots or very low 
on the trunk will 
be removed 
before they 
become old 
enough to flower. 
 
Suckers are sneaky and 

crabapples are famous 

for suckering. The 

homeowner may not 

have known it as a sucker or understood the consequences of allowing it to grow. It's the source of all the white bloom on this 

once-pink crabapple. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
It's a good idea to remove suckers at their point of origin, if only because the rootstock of most 
crabapples has the potential to grow much larger than the grafted portion. They can cast so 
much shade over the grafted portion that it stops flowering and eventually dies. 
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Wrap-up with Grins and Grow-ans that turn our green thumbs up or down 
 
Grins: To the university professors who understand our needs and undertake the tedious 
work to help us make decisions. One of these is Andrew Senesac of Cornell University 
Extension's Weed Science program. His years-long weed patch trials proved that neither 
landscape fabric (alone or with mulch cover) nor pre-emergent herbicides (such as Preen) are 
more effective in controlling weeds than a thorough weeding in spring followed by mulching. 
The landscape fabric and herbicide approaches were, however, more expensive and had some 
undesirable practical and ecological impacts. 
 
Grow-ans: To finding yet another spot for a new perennial because we cannot bear to kill a 
volunteer of a favorite species. Such is the case with Clematis this year, in a garden where we 
grow five different species (none of them the invasive, weedy-via-seed fall-blooming clematis). 
These are now hybridizing. How can we bear to throw out a seedling before we can judge its 
merits, when it may be a cross never made before between C. jackmanii and C. viticella, or the 
offspring of C. recta influenced by C. montana? Even when the perennial in question is one such 
as Clematis that yields only a few volunteers, how can we find places in the average garden for 
even five or six new vines each year? 
" 
 
 

Who's Janet? 
 
A professional gardener and educator since 1984, Janet Macunovich designs, plants and tends 
gardens through her business, Perennial Favorites. She teaches and writes about gardening at 
schools, conferences, in her books, this weekly column, the monthly Michigan Gardener and 
other publications. Email questions to her at JMaxGarden@aol.com. 

 
 
Where to catch Janet in-person: 
 
Saturday and Sunday, May 30-31, 11 a.m. Great Bedfellows. At Specialty Growers Spring 
Open House, 4330 Golf Club Drive, east of Latson and north of Grand River midway between 
Brighton and Howell, Michigan. This is Janet's crash course on finding the perfect mates for 
perennials you're growing or thinking to add to your gardens. Learn what goes with what and 
why. All the critical characteristics are covered: Complementary physical features, compatible 
energy levels, similar cultural needs! $5.  
 
(Yes, it's true, this is all there is to the list -- I've finally slowed down. If you want to see me in 
the next month or so, this is the place! I'll stay after my talk until 3:00 p.m. each day to answer 
questions, so bring your garden designs for review and suggestions.) 
 
Call Specialty Growers at 517-546-7742 or visit ww.specialtygrowers.net for more details. 
 


